HEAT vs. MLS

WHAT IS HEAT or MLS ?

The tool HEAT was developed to make plans for temperature control that prevent early age
cracking. It is mostly used by contractors, engineers, material consultancy firms and
universities.
The tool MLS is essentially the same as HEAT, but with more options. The most important
difference is that MLS (Multi Layer Systems) can also simulate moisture transport and drying
over different layers of material. MLS is mostly used by universities, research departments
and advanced users.

The five most important features of MLS and HEAT are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HEAT and MLS have a proven performance in many projects
HEAT and MLS are internationally accepted tools and will meet your project specs
Easy and quickly to learn
Actual construction process is simulated
Free expert support in the yearly fee

And maybe more importantly, you do not need to know anything about finite element
simulations, you do need to know about concrete.

In the remainder of this flyer we will try to give you an impression of the capabilities of HEAT
and MLS. We will also compare the functionalities of the two tools and give some concluding
remarks.
The best way to get to know our tools however is by a presentation of the tools. Please free
feel to contact us at FEMMASSE.com for the possibilities.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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HOW TO MINIMIZE EARLY AGE CRACKING WITH HEAT or MLS ?

HEAT and MLS both come with many features to simulate your construction process and to
accurately calculate temperatures and stresses during hardening of the concrete. This is best
presented by following the workflow when doing calculations with HEAT or MLS.
This is:
1.

Make your materials

2.

Make your models

3.

Calculate Temperatures and Stresses

4.

Evaluate your results

5.

Design and verify your mitigating measures

6.

Make your mitigating plan

Start screen of HEAT and MLS showing the tunnel element of the Oresund Tunnel, the
start of real life application of the models. FEMMASSE is probably one of the longest living
software tools. Despite the high emotional value of this start screen, it will disappear in
the completely redesigned 2018 release of HEAT and MLS. The new material database will
be released in September 2017.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 1, MAKE YOUR MATERIALS

The fundamentals of your calculations are your concrete properties. As always rubbish in =
rubbish out. Though HEAT and moreover MLS have numerous material options, only a limited
set of properties is needed for temperature and stress calculations. See the table “HEAT and
MLS ” for an overview.
FEMMASSE Material Database (FMD) is the tool you use to define and manage your materials.
It comes free with HEAT and MLS. If you do not have all the material parameters, don’t worry,
FMD will give you the possibility to predict these.
FMD comes with a set of 20 concretes to get you started. Below some screenshots of the
FMD tool. Note that we are redesigning and rewriting the FMD, from the ground up. The
screenshots show the old version, the new improved version will be released September
2017.

Maxwell or Burger’s chain to model creep and relaxation (see HEAT and MLS Table for complete
list of models)

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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Measured data as input for autogenous shrinkage (see HEAT and MLS table for complete list of models)

Several models to predict mechanical properties
More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 2, MAKE YOUR MODEL

HEAT and MLS come with an easy to use drawing tool for the cross section you want to
evaluate. We are working on a Sketchup import tool.
Heat loss over concrete surfaces is very important for temperature development inside
concrete members and resulting stresses. This heat transfer rate depends on many factors
like type of formwork and varies in time. E.g. when you remove formwork. HEAT comes with a
smart tool that calculates the transfer coefficient based on ambient conditions and surface
coverage.
Formwork removal, insulating layers, heating mats, solar radiation, day night-cycles etc. can
all be simulated with HEAT and MLS.
You can also define loads, springs, fixed supports etc. in you model to simulate the external
constraints.
In HEAT you draw you cross section and HEAT calculates the stresses in the direction
perpendicular to your cross section and in your cross section. That is why we call it a 2.5 D
tool. The major benefit of this is that it is much faster than full 3D calculations and almost all
constructions can be simulated in 2.5 D. Constraints in the third dimension (the z-direction in
FEMMASSE language) can be defined. Below a screenshots of the drawing tool.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 3, CALCULATE YOUR STRESSES AND TEMPERATURES

After a few simple settings for mesh and calculation time steps, HEAT will calculate
temperatures and stresses. You can also choose to calculate temperatures first (or only) and
do stresses in a later run. This will save you time.
During the calculations you can follow stress and temperature development in your cross
section. HEAT and MLS plot the maximum and minimum value in your cross section against
model-time.
The screenshot below shows an example, the user can choose which properties he wants to
monitor during the calculations. The nice thing of this feature is that you can stop calculations
as soon as you see that e.g. the stresses or the temperatures exceed their limit. This will save
you time.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 4, EVALUATE YOUR RESULTS
For this we developed our result panel. Basically this shows your temperature or stress
distribution over your cross section at any time as in the picture below.

Maximum Temperature in slab

Maximum Temperature in Walls

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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Maximum Temperature in Roof

Or you can watch the temperature and the stresses develop in your cross section over time.
For these analyses you can make so called history plots and line cuts. These can be exported
as data files of JPG.

Some examples below:

History plot showing stress and strength development, made with Excel, based on FEMMASSE data.
Direct output as JPG is possible too.
More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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Detail of crack risk distribution over the wall. Screenshot

Stress distribution over the wall (left is bottom). Direct
output of FEMMASSE

Temperature development in center of the wall and 50 mm
below surface. The green line shows the difference. Direct
output from FEMMASSE

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 5, DESIGN AND VERIFY YOUR MITIGATING MEASURES

Once you know whether your construction will crack or temperature differences rise too high,
you can go back to the model you just made and simulate mitigating measures like:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lowering fresh concrete temperature
Changing casting order
Cast cross section at once
Use insulating materials
Lower heat development in your concrete
Apply active cooling

All these measures can be simulated, together with many more. Below a screenshot of how
cooling pipes are introduced into the model and the input panel for cooling pipes.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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STEP 6, MAKE YOUR MITIGATION PLAN

With the results of HEAT you can design your detailed temperature control plan. The
expected temperature development at your temperature sensors are displayed as history
plots. In case of a cooling plan, your plan should contain subjects like:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the location of cooling pipes,
cooling duration,
cooling water temperature,
capacity needed to cool the water,
material properties of insulating materials
start stop criteria for cooling
earliest shutter and insulation removal times
fresh concrete temperature limits
seasonal period for which the plan is valid

All these can be calculated with HEAT.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Early age cracking is a problem in thicker concrete elements. The cracks run throughout the
element and have to be prevented or limited in crack width. Reinforcement will limit crack
width but will not prevent cracking. Mitigating measures can prevent early age cracking.
Active cooling is a mitigating measure, but is not the only one and is not always necessary.
Despite what CIRIA report C660 says, active cooling is not expensive, it is usually cheaper than
additional reinforcement.
Usually the specifications for larger contracts contain some paragraph specifying either
maximum temperatures and temperature differences or maximum temperatures and
maximum stress levels. In these cases HEAT is a very helpful tool to minimize the risk of
exceeding these limits.

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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HEAT and MLS
Property
HEAT MLS
Termal
●
●
Capacity
○
○
Moisture dependent
○
Conductivity
●
●
Moisture dependent
○
Adiabatical Heat Development
●
●
Shrinkage Core Model Fit
○
○
HETEK model Fit
○
○
Measured data
○
○
Hygral
●
Desorption Isotherm
○
Dependent of temperature
○
Dependent of degree of hydration
○
Diffusion constant dependent of moisture
potential
○
Bazant Fit
○
Mensi Fit
○
Influence of crack opening
○
Saturated Flow
○
Saturated permeability
○
Maturity
●
●
Arrhenius Model
○
○
Temperature dependent
○
○
Moisture dependent
○
Self dessication
○
C-method
○
○
Mechanics
●
●
Compressive Strength
Constant
Maturity dependent
CEB-FIP fit
Measured data
Caluclated data
Temperature dependent
Tensile Strength
Constant
Maturity dependent
CEB-FIP fit
Measured data
Caluclated data
Temperature dependent

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○
○

Remark
● Standard value provided
● Standard value provided
● Needs to be measured

● Standard value provided

Needs to be measured, can be
● calculated for indicative calculations

● Calculated from compressive strength

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM
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E-module
Constant
Maturity dependent
CEB-FIP fit
Measured data
Caluclated data
Temperature dependent
Creep / Relaxation (visco-elastic behavior)
None
Maxwell or Burger's Chain
Temperature dependent
Moisture dependent
Strain rate dependent
Stress dependent
Fracture model
None
Softening
Damage
Poisson ratio
Constant
Maturity dependent
Temperature dependent
Dilation
Thermal
Maturity dependent
Temperature dependent
Autogenous
Maturity dependent
Hygral
Constant
Maturity dependent
Temperature dependent
Specific Weight
Interfaces (interface element)
Mohr-Coulomb
Adherance and slip
Adherance and hardening
Reinforcement (line element)

●
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○

●
●
○
○
○
●

●
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
●
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
●
●
○
○
○
●

● Calculated from compressive strength

● Standard values provided

● Standard values provided

● Standard value provided

● Standard value provided

Needs to be measured at low w/c● rations

● Calculated

More info ? Contact us at FEMMASSE.COM

